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A significant level of interest and investigation into the injury and healing processes of soft tissue
structures has taken place over the last 10 to 15 years. This has shed light on the nature of the end
result of the injury, which may include limitations in range of motion, decreased strength and
overall function that follows a soft tissue injury.

The field of chiropractic had its origin and main focus in joint manipulation. The evolution of the
clinical science data base has given us greater understanding of the soft tissue injury. As practicing
doctors that are treating athletes, this information allows us to accomplish two critical points:

Understand the torque that soft tissue fibrosis and adaptive shortening can exert on a joint1.
(i.e., vertebral hypomobility and/or "subluxation"). This may be a significant factor in the
failure of manipulation of vertebral segments to maintain or "hold."

 
Treatment of primary soft tissue injuries that may be unrelated to traditional chiropractic2.
theory. This may include hamstring injuries, rotator cuff injuries, etc. The sports chiropractor
is taking a more prominent role in both the treatment of athletic injuries at all levels and also
in the increasing opportunity to have access to elite athletes. We have the ability to add the
appropriate treatment of soft tissue injuries to our clinical acumen.

The process of injury-healing is well documented.1-6,8-9 Examination of the injury on a histochemical
level reveals multiple stages of healing, that a simple overview demonstrates:

The injured muscle breaks up into fragments and the cellular contents are disrupted;1.

 
Satellite cells survive the degeneration and become activated;2.

 
Macrophages invade the area and remove all trace of damaged muscle and may stimulate3.
neovascularization;

 



Other components of early inflammatory stages include hematoma, histamines, bradykinins,4.
prostaglandins, hyaluronic acid, PMNs;

 
Fibroblasts respond to the macrophages and follows the fibrin network that was created in5.
the wound. Myofibroblasts begin to produce wound contraction four days after the injury;

 
Filaments are laid down in disorganized manner (more on this later);6.

 
Fibroblasts synthesize GAG which together with water form a ground substance that7.
provides a medium for moving collagen fibers;

 
Early cross-links of the scar are ionic bonds and are weak. Later the bonds become covalent8.
bonds and much stronger;

 
Regenerating muscle is similar in structure to normal skeletal muscle fibers and it is9.
responsive to its mechanical environment (more on this later);

 
Remodeling of the scar tissue can last for one year.10.

We can see that the wound contraction begins only four days after the injury. The fibroblasts begin
laying down fibrous tissue at that time and collagen fibers follow later. The scar tissue becomes
much stronger in time and the remodeling can go on for one year. This is a far cry from the six
week time frame that was believed by health care practitioners for so many decades.

Other parameters surrounding injury became evident with further research. Immobilization causes
a loss of the ground substance, and that causes more cross link formation. This makes the scar
tissue less mobile. The amount of scar tissue that has to be remodeled is inversely proportional to
the return to function. The remodeling is responsible for the final orientation and arrangement of
collagen fibers. It is the physical weave of the adhesions that will determine its mobility or
restriction.

Exercise has been found to enhance the recovery ability of functional capabilities of regenerating
muscle. Other remodeling factors include: muscle tension; soft tissue loading and unloading;

splinting; temperature changes; and mobilization. An investigation5 was performed on rats that had
muscle injuries imposed upon them. Some rats were immobilized and a second group was allowed
to move (limp) in their cages according to their own ability to move.

Microscopic examination of the injury sites revealed that the rats that were allowed to move about
freely had collagen laid down between the wound gap only 14 days after the injury. It is also
significant to note that the collagen fibers were parallel to the muscle fibers. The connective tissue
formation across the injury gap allowed the injured limb to be used before the healing was
complete.

What does this all mean and how can it apply to a practice? An investigation7 found that facilities
that dealt with soft tissue sports injuries and provided early intervention, rapid mobilization and



aggressive exercise programs had superior results when compared to prolonged bed rest,
inactivity, lengthy waiting periods before beginning physical therapy, and too many passive
modalities.

As we enter the clinical sports medicine arena with orthopedic surgeons, physiatrists, physical
therapists and athletic trainers, we all must have an understanding of the injury itself. And as we
enter this arena, we assume the significant medical-legal consequences of managing cases of elite
athletes with multi-million dollar contracts. The understanding of the injury, keeping up with
current literature of soft tissue injuries and management, acquiring contemporary skills of soft
tissue injury management and diagnosis, are the tools that will not only give us to opportunity to
enter this sports medicine arena, but will also keep us in the arena.
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